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AALLOOHHAA to you all

Firstly we would like to apologise for the lateness of this issue, but we arrived back
from Hawaii on the 4th of December to find that the computer had died. Without it we
are completely stuck as even the printer is run by it. Therefore you may find a few
mistakes here and there... apologies in advance..

The next issue will probably be a little late also, but hopefully we’ll catch up by the May
one.  

You will find a form enclosed if your subscription is due for renewal. We thank those of
you who’ve already sent them in and we hope that the rest of you will re-join for 2005.
Now the bad news..unfortunately due to the running costs involved, we have been
running at a loss and find it necessary to increase the subs to £15 per year in the UK.
etc. see page 2..

We would like to wish Pat Jones a very speedy recovery after her nasty car crash just
before Christmas. She will have her leg in plaster for about another 3 or 4 weeks, but
hopefully after that, she will be able to start getting around again.

I also received a ‘phone call from Pat with the sad news from Jackie Worley that  Mike
Prendegast passed away on the 2nd of January 2005.
Mike was a member of Keith Worley’s group “Tropicana” for a number of years.

Johnny Smith has had a knee operation, so we also wish johnny well and hope he
recovers quickly.

Thanks to all members who submitted articles etc.. 
Keep them coming.. this is YOUR mag.

We would like to wish you all a belated “Happy New Year” 

!"#"$%&'()&&&*"+&",-&."/)$
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Chanos Curzon Report....Kath & Steve Hancocks

On the 28th April 2004 Steve and I drove down to Farnbrough to the home of Digby and Chantel Hardy.They
perform amateur shows and drama with a group of people calling themselves Hogs'n Hag's. They had arranged
to perform a variety show in Chantel’s home village in the south of France to raise funds for a support organi-
sation for mentally handicapped children and their families.(I gather they get little or no financial help from the
French health or welfare services so they struggle to survive and give the help which these families need). We
all loaded the coach with luggage, props,lighting gear etc and set off from Digbys' house at midnight.We trav-
elled to the Channel tunnel and crossed to Calaise. From there we travelled through France till we arrived in
Chanos Curzon in the wine growing country of the south. We had frequent meal and comfort stops on the way
and we found ourselves travelling with a lovely group of people. 

Neither Steve nor I speak French so all the people whom we hadn't met before helped us and made us feel
very welcome in their company.We slept a lot during the journey through the night, but when daylight came we
were able to really enjoy the beautiful countryside we were travelling through.We stopped for a meal in a beau-
tiful old town at lunchtime.The buildings seemed to be hundreds of years old and very quaint. I wish I could
remember the name. Anyway we arrived in Chanos Curzon between 5 & 6 pm on Thursday evening. We were
met by our host family who in our case were Julie and Andre Campos and taken to their beautiful old farm-
house. We were  fortunate that Julie anne was an English girl who had married a frenchman (who was origi-
nally born in Spain). They are a delightful couple with three grown up sons who were also very kind and hos-
pitable. We had a beautiful room with a  bathroom to ourselves and they made us feel very welcome.

The next morning (Friday) after breakfast Steve and I made our way to the village hall to meet up with the rest
of our party. For a small village the hall was excellent. It had a proper stage with lovely velvet curtains. There
were storage rooms, a spotless kitchen and preparation room and spotlessly clean toilets. There was also a
huge green room (for the performers) with its own little laundry room and again its own spotless toilets and
wash basins. I can honestly say that I have seen such a lovely village hall and so very clean and well looked
after. We were late. By the time we arrived everyone else was engaged in activities to prepare the hall for the
show that evening. Some people were up ladders covering the windows with metal foil so that the early evening
light didn't penetrate and spoil the stage lighting. Others were wearing black bin bags and painting chipboard
screens black for use on stage during the show. Yet others were making from scratch the silver foil backcloth
for the stage. I was very impressed by the way everyone just got stuck in with the most menial job to make this
show a success.Some of us managed to have a little rehearsal as we hadn't worked together before. We two
didn't do a great deal towards it because we didn't know the ropes, but we hope we can be more help if we
manage to perform again with Hogs'n hags. 

On Friday evening we went back to the hall to prepare for the show. I was surprised to find that quite a few peo-
ple in our party either had been or were still semi professional performers. Even the lovely young lady who was
in charge of the lighting was working in a professional theatre in London. Mind you It was obvious from the very
start of the show that this troupe of performers had  a very professional attitude. They all rehearsed every little
thing they did till the very last minute and were determined to give their audience value for money AND THEY
DID. Right down to the costumes or dress suit they wore on stage. Even the pianist and front of house staff and
sound and lighting technician were immaculately dressed. It was a real Variety show in the greatest British tra-
dition. The performances included comedy sketches,Opera singing,our hawaiian section, Gospel singing,
Andrews sisters singing, excellent songs performed by Chantel with accompaniment from a wonderful pianist
and trumpeter John Kelly. Also some very good blues guitar and song from Digby again with excellent accom-
paniment from John Kelly. The last act of the show consisted of Old time variety performances by most of the
company (some of these were hilarious); and the company were all dressed in the old time clothes which added
authenticity to numbers like "Doing the Lambeth Walk, Mademoiselle from Armentiers and finishing with Maybe
it's because I'm a Londoner". 

The audience were very reluctant to let the show finish and I think it could have gone on all night if they had
had their way. The company did give an encore, but they could have given half a dozen if they hadn't been very
firm and made it obvious that they were definitely finished. I should have mentioned that Chantels brother Guy
(I think it's pronounced Gie) was an excellent M.C. throughout the whole show as well as taking part in some
of the sketches and keeping  the audience entertained between performances. We all owed a lot to Guy. All in
all an excellent show. I can honestly say that I have attended performances in the professional theatre in
England which haven't been as good as this was. This whole company had worked their socks off and I take
my hat off to Digby and Chantel for making it all possible.The local French people gave us a lovely dinner and
entertained us with some of their french songs. They too had worked very hard cooking food and helping in any
way possible to make the show a success. Whenever we had some spare time Chantel had arranged outings
to some of the local towns and lovely open street markets. I can't remember the names of the towns and vil-
lages, but we spent some very pleasant hours in the South of France particularly in Chanos.
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INTRODUCING Jim Carter.....

Many "Aloha Dream" readers have the recently released CD,
"Steeling round the world, Hawaiian style" (Harlequin HQ CD 182).
It is available, price £9.99, from Swift Mail Order, 3 Wilton Road
Bexhill-on-Sea, East Sussex TN40 1 HY. Representing New
Zealand are Bill Wolfgramm (who passed away on Sept.25th 2003)
and Jim Carter, who plays the beautiful "Bell Bird Serenade". Jim
has kindly put together the following article about his life in music.
Incidentally, I wonder if the record of "Hula Blues" & "Don’t play
Aloha Oe when I go" might be the one by the Royal Hawaiians
issued in England on Brunswick 3620?                  

J.M.

I was born in a town called Barkby in Leicestershire
but emigrated to New Zealand when I was five years
old.
The first Hawaiian records I remember hearing were
"Hula Blues" and "Don't Play Aloha Oe When I Go".
The melody of:"Hula Blues" caught my attention as it
was such an unusual tune. Almost like a yodel. A
short time later a friend had a Hawaiian Steel guitar
given to him by his parents who wanted him to take
an interest in music. They used to play for dances
when they were younger. He showed his guitar to me
and ran the flat steel bar up and down the strings.
Right then I decided to get myself one.

I managed to buy a second-hand guitar and the nec-
essary steel bar and picks and enrolled for a course
of lessons with a music teacher named Rupert
George. He was a multi instrumentalist woo played
and taught Violin, Tenor Banjo, Mandolin, String
Bass, Plectrum Guitar, Ukulele, and Hawaiian Steel
Guitar.

His guitar was a hollow neck model. He called  it a
Hilo guitar. It had a very shallow body, less than 3
inches deep but the tone was excellent with very
good sustain.

As was usual then he taught the self accompaniment
style by numbers using a low bass tuning. I stayed
with him for about a year but was not entirely happy
with the sounds I was making. I had started to collect
the records of Sol Hoopii, Dick Mclntire and Andy
Long and that was the sound I was after. Especially
Dick McIntire. He is still my favourite player.

I now changed my tuning to High Bass. However, as
I listened to Dick Mclntire more and more I changed
again to E7. This was my tuning until Sol Hoopii
brought out his C#m7 recordings. All those minor
chords that could double as major chords or even
7th,s took my fancy. I tried to copy some of Sol's
records such as "Aloha Oe Blues" with some success
but found it difficult to play my usual tunes as
arranged in E7. I went back to E7 but tuned the 6th
string to a high C#. I could not get the slant ninth in
the C#m7 tuning for quite a while. When I heard Al
Kealoha Perry's recording of "The Hula oni oni E", I

liked it very much. I did not know then that it was
David Kelii' s marvellous playing. I finally found out
about the C6th and have used it ever since. I have a
double neck 8 string steel guitar now tuned to C6th
and A6th. I now took lessons on plectrum guitar hop-
ing to become a rhythm guitarist in a dance band.
This time I learned to read music, and chord building
among other basics of music.

I was not satisfied with my acoustic steel and began
to think how I could get an electric one. A Gibson gui-
tar and amplifier cost about as much as I was earning
in a year in those days, so I decided to try and build
one. A magazine article explained how to make a
pick-up using the magnets and coils of magnetic ear-
phones. I made some experiments using the family
radio as an amplifier and could see it was possible.
Luckily the HMV record company put on the market a
proper guitar pick-up which saved me a lot of work. It
was straight bar pick-up like the Charlie Christian
Gibson pick-up but much more rudimentary. A friend
who was also learning steel happened to be a car-
penter by trade and I got him to cut out two suitable
bodies, (one each), which I designed. I copied the
shape from advertisements in the BMG Magazine
which was my favourite reading material. Especially
all those articles by John Marsden.

Amplifiers became my next interest and I enrolled in
a night course on Radio to help me make a guitar
amplifier. I finally made a 3 valve set of about 5 watts
output which was all I needed. I was asked to join a
mouth-organ band playing steel and made the
acquaintance of a rhythm guitarist, a ukulele player
and a bassist. I also managed to join my first dance
band as a rhythm guitarist doubling steel.

We played every Saturday night from 8pm to mid-
night. It was a valuable experience for me. The leader
was Jerry Hall who played the drums but  also could
play guitar, (although not in the band), and he later
played guitar for me. The bass player Doug Brewer,
was to become my brother-in-law later5
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Like many of my friends, I volunteered to join the
army as the war had now started, but was turned
down on medical grounds. Wellington's main radio
station 2YA  began organising concert parties to
entertain the troops in the various army camps
around. With the help of a guitarist and bassist, we
made up a Hawaiian group and took part in the enter-
tainment. Just instrumental numbers as vocalists
were hard to come by.

However, I made some important contacts at 2YA and
managed to secure some broadcasts. Jerry Hall
played guitar for me and George Attridge, a former
banjo player played an excellent ukulele. Doug
Brewer was on bass. A lady vocalist called Margaret
Gore was persuaded to sing for us and my Hawaiian
group was formed.

Broadcasts were given in groups of four, one each
week for a month. Only 15 minutes long, but enough
time for 4 songs. Three with vocal and one instru-
mental. The timing was extremely important. It was
forbidden to overrun so everything had to be timed to
the minute. "Akaka Falls" was my signature tune. As
improvising is one of my weak points, the instrumen-
tal selection was usually a medley.
About this time I was called up and served a year in
the army, but was then again discharged on medical
grounds.

My main occupation was in the Post Office and I
resumed work there on leaving the army. I also
resumed gigging with various bands, usually Friday
and Saturday nights when most dances were held.

The war finally ended and things got back to normal
although we still had ration books as many items
were in short supply. I had by now made a number of
friends in the music world, especially pianists and
drummers. One man I came across was a Maori
named Ruru Karaitiana who had served overseas
and returned unscathed. He played piano and formed
scratch bands of all sorts to play in various small
halls. He loved the sound of the Hawaiian Steel

Guitar and having heard me play, included me when-
ever he could to join him on his gigs.

Ruru is Maori for owl and Ruru had big brown eyes
and a sleepy sort of manner that suited his name.
However, he had a habit of getting things done and he
was very keen about his music. He had written some
songs and wanted to get them published.
Radio Corporation of NZ had about 30 Columbus
Radio Centres in NZ for the sale of their radios and
radiograms. HMV NZ Ltd owned the agencies for all
recordings in NZ and had turned off their supply of
records to Radio Corporation in order to supply their
own outlets. Nobody had the ability to produce
recordings from start to finish. Radio Corporation
decided to form their own recording industry. They
acquired the necessary equipment from Australia and
got radio engineer Stan Dallas to form a studio.
Somehow Ruru convinced the Radio Corporation to
use his songs to start off their recording business. His
first song was called "Blue Smoke" and became the
No.1 Tanza record. TANZA means To Assist New
Zealand Artists, and that is what it did Luckily for me,
Ruru wanted a Hawaiian type band and asked me to
use my quartet for the recording. He knew a Maori girl
with an appealing voice which would suit his songs.
Her name was Pixie Williams.

"Blue Smoke" was recorded on 3/10/48 and
processed on 23/2/49. It sold over 50,000 copies. I
played on another 4 records with Pixie. Three as the
Ruru Karaitiana Quintet and one as Jimmy Carter's
Hawaiians.

As it was considered news-worthy the Government
Film Studio, which put out a weekly newsreel, asked
us to come to the studio for a short film of the band
playing "Blue Smoke" with Ruru standing in front of us
as "conductor". Recently I was able to get a copy on
videotape and see and hear myself play. This was
quite a thrill as tape-recorders were not yet available
and one could never hear one self play objectively.
Because of my contacts at 2YA I was given the
chance to be the rhythm guitarist with the Wellington
National Dance Band. It was, broadcast once a week.
It featured 4 Brass, 4 Saxophones doubling clarinets
and 4 rhythm.

1940’s bill hoffmeister etc

JIM and the Blue Smoke band '49
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It was a valuable experience for me. I stayed for 7
years and then a very good guitar player from Holland
arrived and I was made redundant. I still got a few
broadcasts playing guitar and steel guitar with a
pianist, Noel Blair, who was a regular broadcaster.
One of the dance halls in Wellington run by Maori was
the Ngati Poneke Club. Poneke is the Maori word for
Port Nicholson which is Wellington City's port. They
wanted a rhythm guitarist to play with their small band
of Piano, Drums, and Steel Guitar. I wasn't entirely
sure about it as until then I had met only a few Maori.
However, I was warmly received by Fred Katene or
Uncle Fred as he was known and who ran the club. A
very dignified and educated gentleman.

When I heard Mati Hita who played steel guitar, I was
only too pleased to back him on guitar. He was a most
extraordinary player. He did not use thumb or finger
picks yet managed to produce a clear tone, even on
harmonics. He also did not need to watch the finger-
board while playing. He would be looking at the crowd
of dancers, exchanging greetings with friends as they
danced past. He also manipulated the volume control
with his right hand to get those violin effects which
most of us can only get by using a foot volume con-
trol. I believe Sol Hoopii did the same.

While playing for the dance "The Gay Gordons" we
would sometimes play for up to twenty minutes with-
out stopping. Mati was never at a loss in thinking of
something to play and his renditions of "Tiger Rag"
and "12st Rag" were exciting to hear. In "12st Rag" he
used his thumb like a plectrum, something that seems
impossible to me. Eventually, Mati and his family had
to return to Auckland to live. Trying to keep the band
going without him was a losing battle. After a few
months I gave up and returned to gigging.

Johnny Cooper was the next Maori musician I met.
He sang and played guitar and led a group called
"Johnny Cooper and the Range Riders". Country and
Western of course. He had a steel guitarist named
Don Aldridge who I never got round to meeting.
Johnny organised talent shows up and down the
country. He had also made a few records for HMV,
When Don left the band, Johnny approached me to

play steel for some records he was making. I was only
too happy and made about 20 sides with him over the
next year or so.
I enjoyed doing back up work and Johnny always
gave me 8 or 16 bars solo as well.

Dance jobs were slowly disappearing by this time as
ballroom dancing was falling out of favour. Also our
type of music was not appealing to the younger
dancers. At one dance we broke off as usual at 10 0'
clock for a supper break and a young rock and roll
group took over for a while. The lead guitarist had a
"Copicat Echo Chamber" and I was hooked on the
sound immediately.
In those days it was difficult to get money out of the

country to buy overseas goods. Also, import licenses
were held only by a few businesses. I eventually man-
aged to overcome these difficulties and finally got my
Copicat. The difference it made to my sound made it
all worth while. I used it so much from then on that I
wore out one set of heads and had to send to England
for replacements as the local substitutes proved
unworkable.

I now played only at hotels. Usually in the dining room
with just a piano, a bass and a drum machine which
was necessary for Latin American rhythms and took
up very little room. By now, rock and roll had taken
over and the demand for Hawaiian steel guitar had
almost disappeared.
I decided to call it a day and just play for my own
amusement, which I'm still doing.

Aloha... Jim Carter

Swingtime  Orchestra

Jim Carter at 80 years young
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INTRODUCING....Michael Cord

There's never been so much Hawaiian music avail-
able on record as today,even though you'll proba-
bly find little in the racks of your local Virgin or
HMV store. Internationally, it's a very different pic-
ture!  As well as vast amounts of new music, yes-
terday's sounds are also being re-released by spe-
cialist labels, and often include tracks which, for
one reason or another, were not available at the
time. Bruce Clarke (Australia), Bruce Bastin (U.K.),
Yuki Yamauchi (Japan) and Michael Cord (U.S.)
are just four preservers of the Golden Sounds.
Here is Michael Cord's story:

HANA OLA
Hawaiian language translation,

"Work of Life", or "To Grant Life"

Michael Cord was born in 1949 in New York, NY and
raised in LasVegas, NV. He grew up in what would
become the Entertainment Capital of America.
Originally a bass player touring with groups
throughout the United States, Cord landed in the
Hawaiian Islands in 1968. He was part of many suc-
cessful groups in Hawaii such as THE SUN & THE
MOON and GOLDEN THROAT. Cord eventually
became a record producer for the late Irv Pinensky
of Mele & Trim Records. In 1976, he decided that he
wanted to produce his own brand of Hawaiian
music, and so Hana Ola Records was born. During 

this time in the late 1970's, the most renowned artist
signed to his label was Hawaiian music Diva
Nohelani Cypriano. Cord produced her self-titled
"debut" album.

Cord left the Hawaiian Islands in the early 1980's in
pursuit of other ventures but the music kept calling
to him. In 1991, Hana Ola Records was rejuvenated
with a dream. Cord's dream was to bring back to life
the classic "lost" recordings of Hawaii. It began with
a passionate dedication to preserving, restoring,
and releasing those "lost" or previously out of print
classic recordings from Hawai'i nei.
Cord says, "When we first started looking into the
history and preservation of the old time Hawaiian
music, artists & songs, we were told on more than
one occasion, by more than one Hawaiian music
industry veteran, that what we were looking for did
not exist. There was no reference place for us to go
and 'look up' the information. We wondered how
was that possible? How was it possible that real
classic Hawaiian music was disappearing, and
along with it, it's history?"

"So we started buying up outright or leasing the
rights to old catalogs of Hawaiian musical record-
ings. Most of those catalogs came from long defunct
record companies. Most of the recordings had been
unavailable to the public for many decades," said
Cord. Cord International & Hana Ola Records cur-
rently controls, owns, or has licenses for a catalog
of several thousands of Hawaiian song recordings,
the oldest dating back to the 1920's.

The Cord International Catalog encompasses the
sounds of vintage, contemporary, hapa-haole, tradi-
tional hula & chant, the Japanese music of Hawaii,
kiho'alu -homegrown slack key guitar, Hawaiian
steel guitar, ukulele, falsetto, and so much more real
Hawaiian music. The discs themselves and the
process to get them to the public is not ordinary.
Cord says, "The recordings undergo exhaustive
computer audio restoration & are digitally remas-
tered to produce what we consider to be the highest
sound quality possible. Some of these recordings
were originally released in the old '78 rpm format. A
team of passionate historians and researchers put
together extensive historical liner notes & where
applicable search for rare or previously unpublished
photographs of the artists. The notes are written by
Hawaii's leading experts. It places the music in the
proper context. You get an education in the history
of the music, the songs, and the artists. The listen-
ing experience is enhanced.”
Hana Ola Records' success is due to the solid
nature of the sound and the talent - the music and
the artists. 
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Cord says, "People still enjoy listening to the
Hawaiian sound, be it vintage traditional or contem-
porary. This music is classic and should be pre-
served and cherished for more than just our lifetime.
Back in the day it was 'THE' musical lure of the
Islands. The music alone enticed millions. The
recordings are a very important part of the musical
history of Hawaii and we should treasure them."

Over the years, the Hawaiian Academy of Recording
Arts & its membership has recognized Cord
International & Hana ala Records work with many
nominations & multiple Na Hoku Hanohano Awards
in the "Anthology of the Year" and "Liner Notes of the
Year" categories. They have also been recognized
with multiple Hawaii Music Awards for among other
things, "Compilation of the Year".
Recently Hana Ola has been branching out into new
territory with brand new releases by artists that are
sensitive to Cord's dream and that share the same
passion he has about resurrecting & preserving the
music of Hawaii. The label most recently released
"Bridge Between Generations", by Darlene Ahuna.
Ahuna is the essence of the classic Hawaiian vocal-
ist. And "Ken Emerson & Friends: Hawaiian Tangos,
Hulas, & Blues". Ken Emerson is one of Hawaii's
premier slack Key & steel guitarists who has helped
lead the way in resurrecting the traditions of vintage
Hawaiian music.

And for those of you that haven't heard, in late May
of this year, the National Academy of Recording Arts
& Sciences, announced that Hawaiian music would
be officially recognized with a category of its own at
next years Grammy Awards. Cord says, "How sweet
is that? Finally Hawaiian music officially has their
very own Grammy nod of approval." In the mean
time, Hana Ola will continue its search. Michael Cord
will keep bringing those "lost" classic Hawaiian
recordings back to the Islands and back to the peo-
ple around the world who cherish and appreciate the
spirit & sound of aloha.

Cord International & Hana Ola Records extensive
Catalog of Hawaiian music is also available for
license for film, television, commercials, & documen-
tary soundtracks. Numerous songs have appeared
in all of the above genres including most recently the
feature films, "Pearl Harbor" & "Punch Drunk Love".

July 2004

Contact Information:
Michael Cord P.o. Box 152 Ventura, CA 93002
877-648-7881 805-648-7881
Fax #: 805-648-3855 www.cordinternational.com
Email: cord@cordinternational.com

Primary Distribution in Hawaii:
AMI Aloha Music International 
Phone # 808-676-0116 ext 206

Primary Distribution Mainland:
Bayside Entertainment Distribution 
Phone # 800-525-5709
Fax #: 916-371-1995

Hawaiian Academy of Recording Arts 
Na Hoku Hanohano Awards:

1980 Contemporary Hawaiian Album ofthe Year: 
NOHELANI
1980 Female Vocalist of the Year: NOHELANI
1996 Anthology of the Year: 
ALOHA HULA HAWAIIAN STYLE
1997 Liner Notes of the Year: THE MUSIC OFGEORGE
HELM
1998 Anthology of the Year: 
LENA MACHADO HAWAIIAN SONGBIRD 
1998 Liner Notes of the Year: 
LENA MACHADO HAWAIIAN SONGBIRD 
1999 Liner Notes of the Year: ALFRED AHOLO APAKA
2001 Anthology of the Year: LEGENDS OF FALSETTO

Hawaii Music Awards:

2003 Compilation of the Year: A PLACE CALLED HAWAII
2003 Latin Album of the Year: ULTRA VIBE
2004 Compilation of the Year: 
A PLACE CALLED HA WAII 2 
2004 World Music Album of the Year: HONOR BOUND

Michael has a large and ever-growing catalogue.
Contact him for details. A few choice issues to start you
off might include:-

HOCD 17000,18000,20000,22000,23000 - Vintage
Hawaiian Treasures series (Classic Bell & 49th state
tracks. See "Aloha Dream", Nov.2003, p.10-12)

HOCD 26000 - Al Kealoha Perry & his Singing Surfriders
(Super-rare tracks from Aloha)
HOCD 29000 - Lena Machado
HOCD 31000 - Lei of Stars (More Bell & 49th state)
HOCD 32000 - Alfred Aholo Apaka
HOCD 34000 - History of Hawaiian Steel Guitar
HOCD 35000 - Legends of Falsetto
HOCD 48000 - A Place Called Hawaii 
(contemporary artists)
HOCD 49000 - John Kameaaloha Almeida
HOCD 53000 - A Place Called Hawaii Vol. 2
HOCD 54000 - Legends of the Ukulele
HOCD 56000 - Territorial Airwaves 
(Includes a fascinating history of the Soria family's
involvement in Hawaiian radio)
HOCD 57000 - Bridge Between Generations - 
Darlene Ahuna
HOCD 59000 - Ken Emerson & Friends
HOCD 63000 - A Place Called Hawaii Vol.3

Wonderful liner notes are a feature of these issues,
which can be ordered direct from Michael, or obtained
from decent record stores in Hawaii or on the Mainland.

John Marsden
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Droitwich 2004

It seems such a short time ago that Steve
Hancock said to me that he would like to start a
Hawaiian convention in the midlands, that was six
years ago, and it has to be said another roaring
success, if only measured by the fourteen steel
players who chucked their picks into the hat for a
twenty five minute slot to play their music, in their
own inimitable styles, because even with the
extra time available, now that Steve and Kath
have managed to rent the hall for the whole day,
that was all the time each player could have, plus
five minutes or so set up time, and for the like's of
yours truly who found at the last minute he'd mis-

laid his backing dot's~ but even more incredible is
the distance people travelled to do their 25 min-
utes, like Stewart Pearson who played and sang
for only ten minutes, yet came all the way from
Elgin in the north of Scotland by train to be with
us, and from the opposite end of the country
Geoff White and his wife came up from Cornwall,
and of course many people travelled more than 

100 miles to the venue, which is extremely
encouraging for Steve an Kath who quite obvous-
ly want Droitwich to be a success for many years
yet.

Three of our regulars were unfortunately absent
due to illness these were Maurice Rosewall, Ron
Whittaker, and our very fine vibraphone player
Freddie Richardson, I'm sure we all wish them a
continued, and speedy recovery.
Once again the sound equipment was supplied,
and fitted by Basil to whom we are very grateful,
( I never did like mauling amplifier's about when I
was fit,) but because he had a gig in deepest
Cambridgeshire had to play early, and only once,
he is of course always good to listen to, you just
have to pity the poor guy who follows him, how-
ever he was unable to take the opening slot
because Pat, our stalwart rhythm player had a
touch of the vapours around midday, so our host
Steve stepped into the breach and got the show
under way around twelve noon, after which all
seemed to go very smoothly largely due once
again to the efforts of our compere, Beryl  who
always makes sure we all get our allotted time, via
a list which she is constantly juggling with days 

Kath...               Amy...                Pricilla... 

Beryl & Stewart Stewart Pearson   .........       Mike Thomas            
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Denis Farrar.....                          Pat........



before the event, as well as practising the songs
she sings with me, our thanks to her, also thanks
to Saroj Sethi who danced a few numbers for us,
and on behalf of the steel players who used them,
I would also like to thank the backing musicians,
some who play for hours, and in particular Denis
Farrar who did just that on bass, we all thought
that the standard of playing among our regular
guys is improving, which proves that getting out
there and strutting your stuff amongst like minded
friends is good for you, Blimey hark at me, the
original nervous wreck.

Steve and Kath played and sang the last few
number's to close the show at about nine thirty,
ready for the big clean up by ten, early I know, but
when you're old you need your rest, and anyhow

there was Steve and Kath' s open house Luau
which always follows on Sunday, not blessed with
such good weather this year but it was still a
superb day, a chance to talk, eat, and drink to
your hearts content, in a wonderful relaxed
atmosphere, there's
always someone
playing guitar either
in the house or on
the patio, and quite
often both, and yet
backing musicians
always seem to be
there when you
need them, our
hosts, and in partic-
ular Kath with many
willing helpers put a
lot of energy into
this weekend, and it
showed, long may it
continue.
Ted Bluck.

Photographs :- courtesy of John O’Regan

We would like to thank John and also all other
members who have sent in photographs.

Raj Sethi

Amy...               Sterwart....          Avril.... 

Grace White ... Nora Bluck ... Christine White 

Roy Heap (Chairmain BSS)
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HIDEHIKO FURUKAWA - AN APPRECIATION

Hidehiko Furukawa is a retired engineer who was
born at Saga in Kyushu and who now lives in
Anegesaki, Chiba in Japan. 

From his early youth he became interested in
Hawaiian music and at the age of 21 he started col-
lecting Hawaiian records.

Between the ages of 23 and 27 he took up playing
the steel guitar himself, using  A  minor tuning but
what with marriage, families and work commitments
he did not continue although his great interest in
Hawaiian music and collecting Hawaiian records
and memorabilia has never ceased until this day. 

Taking very much the hobbyist approach over the
years, he was able to build a remarkable collection
of Hawaiian records by both overseas and
Japanese Hawaiian artists and of forming a verita-
bly encyclopedic knowledge on the subject. His
favourite steel guitar players are Sol Hoopii, Dick
McIntire and Jack de Toro. 

Around 1988, he met the late Tatsuo Ohtsuka and
his group the Palm Serenaders when they played at
live houses and in 1992 he met up with a number of
Ohtsuka’s friends and colleagues who were also
some of the leading steel guitar players in Japan
including Masao Kunori, Shoji Takahashi, Akira
Ozawa and the late Masaji Takami. 

At this time, Tatsuo Ohtsuka was encountering
some serious health problems and as he was
unable to play, his friends helped out by performing
in Ohtsuka-san’s Hawaiian music bar in Yokohama. 

It was also at this same time in 1992 that Furukawa-
san was to meet the English steel guitar player J.C.
Grimshaw and his sister, Angelina, who were then
visiting and playing in Japan. 

In this environment, Furukawa-san really found him-
self in his element!  He was surrounded by profes-
sional Japanese Hawaiian musicians and with his
own phenomenal knowledge and personal collec-
tion at his disposal, he was able to pass on a vast
amount of information to the players and other inter-
ested people. 

Also, Furukawa-san was able to once more take up
again playing the steel guitar which he had last
played at the age of 27 but this time he used the
tuning which Tatsuo Ohtsuka recommended of E7.
Hidehiko could regularly see the other professional
musicians performing and get advice and sugges-
tions  from them.  All in all, it was to prove to be of
great mutual benefit. 

From that time, Furukawa-san has continued to play
and move in this Japanese Hawaiian music milieu
and has also made contact with other Hawaiian
music enthusiasts and collectors around the world
including John Marsden, Dirk Vogel, T. Malcolm
Rockwell, Gerrit Venema and this writer amongst
others. 

In early 2003 he formed a group with three lady
vocalists called ‘E Kolu Puanani’ and already they
have started making performances in public and we
wish them all the very best for the future. 

Hidehiko Furukawa has been unstinting in his
efforts to make available information on Japanese
Hawaiian music of which so little has been known
and written in the past in the outside world and for
this we should be deeply grateful.                                                                                            

Keith Grant 
Japan  April 2004 

As an aside to this article, we would dearly like to
have information about Hawaiian Steel Guitar and
Hula shows in Japan..If any readers could help we
would say Mahalo Nui Loa..
Knowing just where and when and most important-
ly, who are the organisers, is eluding us..
Likewise, news of the New Zealand shows and club
meetings should appeal to our readers, but again
the where, when and who, is the problem.. 

BH
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Aloha..... 
I am devoting my pages in this issue to review

and promote Bruce Clarke’s latest offering :-

Play-along with The Hawaiian Hotshots!

The Ultimate Steel Guitar Practice Kit!  Traditionally,
Play-along study packages have been mixed with the
Solo Performance on one channel and the rhythm
accompaniment on the other. This works fine if every
stereo has a balance control... but nowadays, most of
them don't! 
This superbly produced 2CD set keeps the perfor-
mance (even) and practice tracks (odd) separate to
enable the student to work within the full stereo sound-
scape -- using any modern mini-system. Complete
scores and tabs are provided for both steel and
rhythm guitarists in a variety of standard Hawaiian tun-
ings in these steel guitar classics from our incredibly
popular "Hawaiian Daze" CD.
Scores and tabs* are on Disc 2, ready to print or view
from any PC. 

*Note: Supplied in CD form only -- .

Disc 1 is an audio CD containing performance & prac-
tice tracks plus a tuning guide. 

1. Lovelight In The Starlight E13th Full performance  
2. Lovelight In The Starlight     Backing track 
3. Twilight Blues C#m7th (E6th) Full performance  
4. Twilight Blues     Backing track 
5. Aloha Oe Blues  C#m7th (E6th) Full performance 
6. Aloha Oe Blues     Backing track 
7. Hula Blues  C#m7th (E6th) Full performance  
8. Hula Blues     Backing track 
9. Carefree  E7th Full performance  
10. Carefree     Backing track 
11. Chili Blues  A major High Bass Full performance  
12. Chili Blues     Backing track 
13. Orange Grove etc.   High Bass Full performance  
14. Orange Grove In California    Backing track 
15. Hilo March  A major High Bass Full performance  
16. Hilo March     Backing track 
17. Balinese Love Song  C6th / A7th Full performance  
18. Balinese Love Song     Backing track 
19. To Andy Iona  C6th / A7th tuning. Full performance  
20. To Andy Iona     Backing track 

Tracks 21 thru 25 contain a complete tuning guide for
those who do not have access to electronic tuning.
21. E13th tuning  
22. C#m7 (E6th) tuning 
23. E7th tuning  
24. A Major High Bass 
25. C6th / A7th tuning 
Note: All tracks are calibrated to standard A440 tun-
ing.

Artists include:- Vince Hopkins - rhythm guitar,
Bradleigh Clarke - bass, Johnny Wade - ukulele,
Bruce Clarke - steel guitar and spanish guitar.
All arrangements and transcriptions by Bruce Clarke.  

The recording quality is excellent and the mix is far
better than ANY backing tracks you’ll find elsewhere
Even a beginner could get along with this practice
Kit... it just might take a little longer to come to grips
with the tricky bits.. BUT, it’s all there in the Tab.

Disc 2 is a data CD-ROM containing Steel and
Rhythm Guitar charts, Instructions, Windows PC soft-
ware and other Cumquat goodies! Like , 

Oi! - Aussie Hawaiians?
What's that all about? We're often asked why an
Aussie label has such an interest in Hawaiian Music...
Well, Hawaiian Music has had quite a history "Down
Under". Here's some stuff you won't see anywhere
else! 

.....continued on page 16
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David and Queenie Kaili, as members of Ernest Kaai’s
Hawaiian Troubadours & later their own troupe, were largely
responsible for introducing early Hawaiian music to Australia.
Here they are shown sitting down.

"Post-Hawaiian" period. 
When Paradise got lost!  Here's what happened
behind the scenes when the general public
seemed to lose its taste for the Hawaiian flavour
(and then lose its taste completely!) when Rock 'n
Roll steamrolled everything in its path. 

After the success of
our 1960 Rockabilly
“Rockin’ Like Wow!”
album, we were all
over the Aussie TV
screens. 
Here dancer Toni Rey
steps in to add a little
wiggle. “Rockin’ Like
Wow” has made the
leap from vinyl to poly-
carbonate (CQCD-
2720) and rocks on!

The Guitar Workshop. 
Bruce Clarke's Guitar Workshop
has not only created many fine
players, but also allowed many
budding guitarists the opportunity
to learn from some of the great
masters of the craft -- 

Right....Ike Isaacs was  a regular visitor
and associate - he and Bruce did many
concerts and clinics together

The Hawaiian Hotshots. 
Starting out as a Guitar Workshop project, The
Hawaiian Hotshots soon became the stuff of leg-
ends! Of course, this also allowed Bruce to bring
all that Hawaiian floorshow experience out of
mothballs! 

From 1946 until his
1949 explosion onto
the fulltime Australian

jazz scene, Bruce
worked theatres and
nightclubs with his
own Hawaiian style
groups. This 1946
publicity shot might

well be labelled:
"The Original

Hawaiian Hotshots". 
Lovely dancer, June
Brewer, Keith Hart &

guess who?

Some of Bruce's Guitars. 
Guitar enthusiasts around the world have wanted
to know about Bruce's choice of "axe". Almost as
many luthiers and factories have pursued him for
endorsements of their products... Here are some
of the results. 

My main instru-
ment since 1980

has been this
Custom-made

Gibson Super V
CES. 

Fully acoustic yet
fully electric – this
one really has got

everything! 

All the above and MUCH!MORE...
This is only a fraction of the amount of information
on the CD rom. Whether you’re a beginer or an
accomplished player, this two disc set is a “MUST”

With a price of aproxi-
mately £29.00 including
P&P it represents
tremendous value for
money...ten  first class
backing tracks alone
could cost you this much.  
The “Tune-up” tracks are
a nice touch, and the
actual performances of
the tunes along with
VERY comprehensive
tablature makes this set
the very best...
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On the right are some stamps I got on E-Bay.
All I know is that the artist is John Webber of the
Royal Academy.

Can you guess who
this is ?
The only clue we
can give you is he’s
not necessarily
Scots, and could be
commanded to
smile for the picture
!!

The continuing
saga of Dave’s

Castaways

How Many Guitarists can you count ?
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The Islands
of

Hawaii  

O'ahu was
Oahu was conquered in 1795 by Kamehameha the Great, whose forces 
chased rival chiefs Kai'ana and Kalanikupule and their men back into Nu'uanu 
Valley, forcing them off a precipice at the top. Kai'ana was killed outright, and though
Kalanikupule escaped, he was later captured and sacrificed by the great king. The battle was an
important victory in Kamehameha's campaign to unify the islands. 
In the 1800s, farmers began growing pineapples in the highlands, and by the middle of the century
sugar-cane plantations had become big business. Workers came from China, Japan, Portugal, and
elsewhere the origin of Hawai'i's ethnic diversity. But in recent years, as both the sugar and
pineapple industries have declined, much of central O'ahu has been given over to malls and
nondescript housing complexes, crammed together on expensive acreage. Some residents now link
tourism with overdevelopment and the resultant threat to ancestral lands. Many local people live in

relative poverty. Beautiful scenery,
however, is never far away. From
Wahiawa the road rolls through
undulating fields of pineapple down
to the bohemian North Shore
surfing town of Hale'iwa. From here
to Makapu'u Point on O'ahu's
southeast corner, the narrow
highway skirts a chain of green
velvet, mist-draped mountains.
Islets dot the turquoise sea as you
pass seaside villages and one
deserted beach after another. Along
the way are fruit stands, sparkling
waterfalls, and Buddhist temples. In
the west, the old town of Waipahu is
a living museum of plantation
history, and the arid Wai'anae Coast
offers perfect sunsets and a chance
to see an unspoiled slice of
Hawaiian life.

Oahu
THE THIRD LARGEST island in the archipelago with an area
of 600 sq miles (1,550sq Klm), O'ahu was born of two
volcanoes that formed the Wai'anae Mountains to the 
west and the Ko'olau Range to the northeast.
Three-quarters of Hawai'i's million residents live here, 
mostly in the greater Honolulu area or nestled in the deep 
valleys that cut between the mountains. This island also 
receives the largest number of visitors.

Byodo-In Temple Kaneohe 
Valley of the Temples 18



Waikiki
WAIKIKI was a nondescript place of taro patches and fish ponds when Kamehameha I, the chief who
united the Hawaiian islands, landed here to launch an invasion in 1795 . After conquering the chiefs
of O'ahu, he built a bungalow facing the ocean, not far from the present Royal Hawaiian Hotel. Now
WaiklkI has one of the world's famous beaches, a sliver of people-packed sand against the backdrop
of Diamond Head crater.
Waiklki's "golden mile" of glass and concrete skyscrapers is a hectic hodge�podge of Western, Asian,
and Pacific cultures bustling with some 65,000 tourists a day. Prior to the development of tourism,
Waikiki was a swampy marshland, consisting mainly of taro patches and rice paddies. The land was
reclaimed in the early part of the twentieth century; large areas were filled in and the Ala Wai Canal
was dug to drain the area by diverting streams from the hills above Waikiki to the sea. Tourism began
gradually around 1901 with the building of the Moana Hotel (Now the Sheraton Moana Surfrider),
which included a wooden pier that extended 300ft. into the sea. Tourism accelerated in the 1920’s with
the opening of the Royal Hawaiian Hotel, which was host to many movie stars and millionaires.

Downtown Honolulu
ONCE a fIshing village called Kou, Honolulu was described in the 1820s as "a mass of brown thatched
huts looking like haystacks," In the course of that century, however, it became a vital port of call for fur
traders and whaling vessels visiting O'ahu, and in 1866 the novelist Mark Twain commented that every
step in the city revealed a new contrast. This is no less true today. In a relatively small and compact
area, downtown Honolulu manages to squeeze together towering skyscrapers, Japanese shrines,
New England-style missionary houses, a cathedral, a royal palace, former opium dens, strip joints,
and fish markets.
This bustling capital has a strong ethnic mix, and the downtown streets mirror the diversity. Hawaiian
businessmen in three-piece suits, children in school uniforms, and Samoans in bright sarongs mingle
in harmony.

Greater Honolulu
THE LANDSCAPE around Honolulu and WaiklkI is dominated by the peaks of the Ko'olau Range.
Here, wild boar roam freely and hiking trails lead to water-falls splashing into mountain pools. Set in
these wooded hills, the Lyon Arboretum offers the chance to marvel at Hawai'i's botanical heritage,
while nearby, the Queen Emma Summer Palace provides respite from the city heat, just as it did for
the Queen herself back in the 1850s. Closer to the city, the extinct craters of Diamond Head and
Punchbowl stand guard. Kapi'olani Park, which sprawls beneath Diamond Head's famous profile, is

home to the Honolulu Zoo and Waikiki
Aquarium. The National Memorial
Cemetery of the Pacific, in Punchbowl
Crater, contains the graves of thousands
of US war dead, and the horror of war is
also remembered to the west, at Pearl
Harbour. Here, on the site of the infa-
mous 1941 attack, visitors tour the
memorials and pay their respects to
those who died. Many of Honolulu's
museums and galleries are situated on
the outskirts of the city. Most significant
among them is Bishop Museum, which
houses the world's finest collection of
Hawaiian and Polynesian artifacts.

19Waikiki at night from the “House Without a Key”



My View of Oahu

Well my trip of a lifetime has come and gone, unfortu-
nately the dream of 45 years turned out to be a little
disappointing, I had built it up in my mind, and I think I
still hoped it would be the Hawaii of the past, which it
isn’t.
Waikiki’s traffic has to  be seen to be believed, as bad
as any rush hour in Birmingham, come to think of it I
could have been in Birmingham city centre with palm
trees.
We actually stayed out on the windward side of Oahu,
Kaneohe, the scenery is spectacular certainly one of 
the highlights of the trip.

Our apartment was right on the shore of the bay
and as you can see from the picture,  beautifully locat-
ed with the “Chinaman’s Hat” in the distance. 
It was great to spend some time with members Mike
Scott from Canada and Norman and Aldyth who were
also in Hawaii during the first half of our stay. We
briefly met Nancy and Vic Rittenband, who told us they
were “Tied up with Frank Baum” from Germany who
was also over there, and that they would contact us
when he had gone. We would have like to have met
Frank but no arrangements were made, so we missed
him. 

We also met Dorian Moe again after around 38 years,
we first met Dorian at the Castaways in Birmingham in

the mid 1960’s, when she was
there with her family (The Tau Moe
Group) see issue May 2003.
Gordon Freitas writer for the HSGA
who we met at the Halekulani play-
ing with Greg Sardinha's group has
offered to keep us informed of
things Hawaiian, so hopefully we’ll
hear from him in the future.
Basil is commenting on the music
side of things (see page 23)  
I found the heat very hard going,
high eighties and high humidity for
most of the holiday, apparently
unusual for that time of the year, no
soft breezes whatsoever. It usually
happens that when I go away on
holiday, I encounter the hottest
spell they’ve had for ages.. 
The travelling was a nightmare, I
just about coped with it going, but
coming back was dreadful, you def-
initely need to break the journey,
with one or maybe two nights of a
stop-over, which we didn’t. As I find
it difficult to sleep on a ‘plane, it was
over 40 hours without sleep.

It was an interesting trip, one I’m
glad I finally did, but I don’t think it’s
one I would do again.  

Pat Henriques
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The view of Kaneohe Bay from Hale Kuono  where we stayed

Liliuokalani Protestant Church at Haleiwa 

the photos opposite
1.Greg Sardinha, Gordon Freitas, 
Basil , Pat.
2. Basil telling Don Ho he’s singing the
wrong words to Tiny Bubbles.
(Ed ha ha!)
3.Mike Scott
4.Norman with Aunty Genoa’s group..
Alan Akaka on rythm guitar.
5. Gary Aiko
6. Aldyth Dancing Hanalei Moon
7. Pat and Bas playing at the Marriott
8. Pat, Kanoe (Tootsie) Cazimero, Basil
9. Alan Akaka
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A not so funny thing happened at the PCC....

Aloha..... 
I think that a few things at the PCC aren't exactly
“Cosher” oops !!
Our trip to Hawaii was to be a “Once in a Lifetime”
experience, and as such, when we visited the PCC we
opted for the very best available, the Super
Ambassador Package..Not to be recommended!! 
We were put into embarrassing positions by our per-
sonal guide and the “First Class” seats were nothing
short of scandalous...wet floor, nowhere to put hand-
bags or camera bags and a very restricted
view..Nothing like the description in the brochure..
In fairness, when we complained to the centre’s book-
ing manager, she did offer a refund and to re-schedule
our visit for another attempt on their part to do what
the brochure said !!..

The second visit was hosted by Dorian Moe-Vineula
and and we chose just the Canoe Pageant, it didn’t
include the Luau or the “Horizons” show or the I-
Max..or the village tour..
Dorian is most talented, charming and
diplomatic...with obvious European cultural under-
standing...more about her elsewhere.
On the other hand, the majority of the people at the
PCC are very much orientated towards the promotion
of “The Church of Jesus Christ of Later Day Saints”
and whilst this is an admirable trait, has very little to do
with Polynesian Culture. One is constantly being
reminded throughout the experience, that the per-
formers studies at the Brigham Young University are
being funded by the PCC-Mormons.. I equate the two
together because THEY have chosen to do so..The
Influence of Captain Cooke and the ORIGINAL mis-
sionaries is quite underplayed and the Later Day
Saints contribution (Pre 1900) overstated..The histori-
cal facts have been manipulated to their advantage..I
dread to think just what a history student at the BYU is
being taught..
They are doing themselves a dis-service by selling the
Ali’i Luau CD and the “Horizons” DVD in their present
format. So firstly my observations regarding the Luau
CD..
I have heard the band Live and can state without
question that the CD isn’t representative of their per-

formance..Steve Cheney is a superb player and when
Pat and I were at the Ali’i Luau, he didn’t put a foot
wrong, perfect tuning, phrasing and very sympathetic
to the vocals.
Not so on the CD.. it would appear that the producer
didn’t..produce.. The backings seem to have been
recorded prior to the vocals without even a guide to
help the band.. the producer must  have instructed
Steve to fill in everywhere and said that they’d take out
the unwanted bits “on the mix”. They didn’t..
Most unfair to Steve AND!the listener, as the live per-
formance is in a different world.
As far as my MAIN!criticism is, the words of most of
the songs (Printed inside the sleeve) are wrong, and
what makes matters worse, the singers sing wrong
words as well, but wrong to the printed ones and
wrong to the correct ones, also the tune Kohala March
is credited with “composer unknown”  when it took me
only. a quarter of a second  searching on the Internet
via “Google” to find out that the tune was written by the
Royal Hawaiian Band’s first bandleader, Henri Berger
(1844-1929), composer and royal bandmaster of the
Kingdom of Hawaii from 1872 to his death.
This attempt to avoid royalties due is blatant and inex-
cusable..as is the picture quality of the DVD.. 

Taken from the 1996 ANALOGUE recording of the
“Horizons” show, the DVD has distortion on the sound-
track and picture quality that’s bettered by nearly any
mid priced domestic camera of today..The Compere’s
audio track is “Over-dubbed” (Put on after the initial
recording) and lacks the ambience and spontaneity of
the show that we saw, and that brings up another
point, the present show is quite different from the show
on the DVD even ‘though the publicity states that the
DVD is of the show.
What it omits is that the show has progressed and that
the 1996 version had performers and performances
that have since been improved upon, pity the DVD
hasn’t.

In the foreground are Aupio Savea Moe and Lupe
Moe, Dorian’s grandparents, Elders and founder
members of the La’ie community and PCC..

By Basil Henriques
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The Local Music Scene on Oahu

Following our trip to Hawaii in November, I decided to
share with you some of my thoughts regarding the
local entertainment scene...as I saw  it..
Firstly, as we all use different criteria and “Broomstick”
so to speak, my views are purely personal..

So into the breech; 
Before departing to Hawaii I checked out the “Who’s
Playing Where” page on the web site of the Hawaiian
Steel Guitar Association... and printed the page to take
with me as reference..it wasn’t very helpful as the
information was way out of date and not comprehen-
sive enough re: the venues address’ etc..Still, as Vic
and Nancy Rittenband had contacted us prior to our
departure, with an offer to help us with contacts etc, we
were not totally un-informed..eventually we got  to see
a few evening shows, the first one being at the
Halekulani where Alan Akaka and his Islanders were
playing. The band aren't allowed to use their own
amplifiers and the consequent sound was far from sat-
isfactory, probably equal to the average local SMALL
pub group here in the UK . but definitely not as loud, in
fact about the same volume as “Muzak” good as a
background to conversation, which is exactly how it
was treated..except when Kanoe Miller danced. It
would have been nice to have seen a few  more of the
Hapa Haole hulas...which is probably what the
Japanese and foreign visitors go to Hawaii to see. 

Our second show was also at the Halekulani, this time
the Greg Sardinha trio with Gordon Freitas on Bass.
An improvement on the first night, due largely to the
better repertoire and slightly increased overall volume
(Still a bit to laid back).
We were invited by Alan Akaka to play at the Marriot
on the “Aunty Genoa” show....the P.A. here WAS loud
enough, as were the instruments...Alan Akaka looked
after the sound as well as playing Steel, Aunty Genoa
was her usual self ..the band was good with Gary Aiko
on bass and vocals, the  lady that plays guitar with her,
is a VERY good and competent player.
We enjoyed our little spot and I was delighted with
pat’s apparent calmness...A lady came up to us while
we were playing and asked if she could sing.. so we
backed her on “The moon of Manakoora” she had a
sultry voice like Dorothy Labour... when she introduced
herself to us afterwards we discovered that “Tootsie”
was a sister of the Cazimero brothers.. 

The Ali’i Luau at the PCC has a fantastic band (as
does the Horizon’s show, albeit “Slack Key” orientated)
the Luau band has Steve Cheney on steel... what a
player...dreamy and evocative when needed, BUT, fire
in his belly when the tune required it..He plays so in
tune and so in time.. such correct fill-ins and knows
just where to leave a gap etc. It’s such a shame that
the CD they sell is so badly produced..

We went to the Don Ho Show at the Beachcomber
and did the whole thing, meal and all. Whilst the food
was acceptable, it wasn’t outstanding..Don sang 8
songs in the two hour show, the rest of the time he
spent talking or bringing on “Guests” I suppose for a
man of his age he’s doing OK, personally I think Frank
would loose him. We also saw a trio at the Halekulani,
and the Hawaiian guitarist could have been taught a
thing or two by our own convention players.

Jeff Au Hoy came to see us at the apartment and spent
the afternoon playing the Fender 1000, he told me he
has bought one himself and is slowly getting ‘round to
sorting out the tunings to use..
Mike Scott came round with Gordon Freitas and Gary

Aiko and Greg Sardinha and we played and sang and
had a really good “Chin Wag” ( talk story for the unini-
tiated)..Gordon is a really good guitarist and song-
writer and has offered to act as our Oahu correspon-
dent, so look out for some really informative stuff from
him ! We discussed organising a barbecue for the
week-end but with Jeff’s impending Carnegie Hall con-
cert and comitments of the other musicians it didn’t
materialise..

Whilst the local bands have a good grasp of three part
vocal harmony, the accuracy of the chords and lyrics
used, leaves one wondering just how dedicated they
really are ? 

Mike Scott’s dedication to the music is apparent and
my comments about chords, lyrics etc. most certainly
DON’T apply to his work.. It’s just a pity that more
wouldn’t follow his example..

Will I go back.. Probaby not.. I’ll try to cling on to the
dream I had before I went there..

!"#$%&'()*$+,(#
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TRIBUTE!TO!SAMMY!MITCHELL

I hope the readers enjoyed my article ‘Paulini and
the Tradewinds’  Aloha Dream May 2004.
I would like to thank Pat and Basil for printing it,
and also thank them both for an excellent maga-
zine.
First of all, I would like to wish my old friend Ron
Whittaker a speedy recovery. It was only a few
weeks ago when I was talking to him on the
phone. If readers can remember in my article! I
mentioned that I knew the late, great Sammy
Mitchell, and promised that I would write my own,
personal tribute to him, so here goes.

I first met Sammy when we ‘Paulini and the
Tradewinds’ were appearing at Ali Baba’s night
club in MILTON, Stoke-on-Trent. Just for the
record. Ali Baba’s eventually changed to Milton
Park Club before closing down in the late 70’s and
taken over by Kwik Save Supermarket. I shop
there myself, and live only about five minutes
walk from Sammy’s old venue.

Anyway, the first thing that struck me when I
heard Sammy’s playing, was his wonderful, warm
tone. I can’t remember every number he played,
but listening to ‘Moon of Manakoora’ and a few
others reminded me of his recordings on the ‘Felix
Mendelssohn Hawaiian Serenaders’ L.P.s I had at
home. I got a chance to meet him back stage after
our band had done a session. He was really
unassuming with a likable irish charm. This was
around 1969.

The next time I met Sammy was when he and his
wife Ada took over ‘The Hawkesmore’ public
house in Shelton about three miles away from
Milton, this was in the early 70’s. At this time
Sammy was playing mainly jazz guitar and bass
with ‘The John Simons Showband’ at ‘Jollies’
night club in Longton. I was still playing with my
own band and on nights off, I often went to visit
Sammy in his public house. About this time he
had been doing some multi-recordings on his
tape recorder. He let me hear these and I thought
how professional they were. 

I will never forget the true-life stories involving his
days with Felix Mendelssohn. Pulu Moe was a
real character, Sammy told me, that when Pulu
was playing his guitar on stage, he wore a
sarong. On one or two occasions, he had his back
to the audience, and broke wind which did not go
down to well with Felix. This offending act from
Pulu on stage caused Felix to bring on his stam-
mer. In Sammy’s own words, Felix shouted over
to Pulu saying :- P-P-U-L-A  W-W-H-A-T A-A-R-E
Y-Y-O-U  D-D-O-I-N-G ?
There are also countless other incidents involving
Harry Brooker’s romantic affairs, which I am  NOT
involving any names for obvious reasons.

I lost touch with Sammy when he left ‘The
Hawkesmore’ with Ada and and moved to
‘Northwood near ‘Hanley’. He later moved to ‘The
United States’ where he played jazz guitar in night
clubs.

Over the years Sammy’s health deteriorated and
returned to Stoke-on Trent where he lived in
Gilman Street in Hanley. Around this time, he
phoned me which was a nice surprise. He had fin-
ished playing because of ill health, but was still
recording at home. Some readers will recall
Sammy recording three cassette tapes around
1990, they were all mixed down and produced by
Ron Whittaker. The tapes are :-
‘Back Again’  Whispering Palms’  and ‘Where are
you Now’. I have purchased the tapes myself and
I can really recommend them for all fans of
Hawaiian music. 

Sadly, I was never able to see Sammy again
because of unforeseen circumstances, and I
attended his funeral  several years ago. Ron
Whittaker and John Chell also attended , includ-
ing many of his fellow musicians, who played with

him on stage like John Simons.24



I personally rate Sammy Mitchell with the all-time
british greats alongside the likes of Harry Brooker,
Roland Peachy and of course, our  Basil. Another
fine player who  I admire was the late, great Wout
Steenhuis. I became a member of his apprecia-
tion society during the 1970’s. I must admit I was
greatly influenced by his style of playing in the
60’s, when I was learning to play Hawaiian guitar.
Wout was one of the top commercial players we
heard on the radio during that era.

Finally, how many readers can remember their
first marvel on Hawaiian guitar? The one I had,
which I no longer have, was a picture of a player
called Jackie Hill, with a converted spanish guitar
across his knees. Can any reader give any infor-
mation on this Jackie Hill?

by Keith Wagstaff.
The John Simons Showband at Jollees

Sammy is 2nd from left on back row

READERS!LETTERS

Dear Pat and Basil,
Thanks for the August issue of "Aloha Dream". I like to make up my mind about the magazine. First
off I'm not a Steelplayer but a great fan of the Steelguitar music, both Hawaiian and Country and
Western Swing. Some of my favorites are Noel Boggs, Joaquin Murphy, Leon McAuliffe (Country)
and David Kelii, Tau Mae, Jules Ah See, Danny Stewart and the like...(Hawaiian) Also I more dig for
the old style playing and prefer the non pedal steeling.

As a collector I would like to see more mention of interesting records and good shops where to get
them. Good to see a full list of all subscribers. Maybe one could get in touch with other collectors
direct ? Question is where are these serious collectors and Hawaiian experts? (beside the great
John Marsden of course). To be honest while I'm well stocked with Western Swing (both music and
written material) I still have a need to get more on the Hawaiian scene.
So your magazine is a good source to me.

Let me tell you that I specially like the fine color paintings on the covers, they are alone worth each
issue. To me the two parts on Japan Hawaiian Music was much interesting, it opens up a field
not many people outside Japan know about. Also I like the "Islands of Hawaii" series which tells us
a bit about the Geo-Historyand--the people. Please don't forget to mention any passing of great
Hawaiian Artists like that of Tau Moe and Sonny Kamahele. Thanks you've done! Maybe you can
squeeze in a collectors page with selling and trading records(?).

The German steeler Frank Baum is an old friend of mine, he lives close to my town here but we sel-
dom meet because he is still much on tour with his Country-Band. Will show him your magazine
next time as I see he is not on the list. Frank has out some good Hawaiian CDs. By the way, is
there still a tape club with Hawaiian music? If so can I have any details? I'm a collector for over 40
years now. 

Keep up the good work and stay with variety to please everyone. 
Best wishes Georg Hunkel
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Dear Pat & Bas

Rather belated thanks for the August "Aloha Dream": a rather hectic week prevented me writing ear-
lier to congratulate you on such a fine issue. It really is most stimulating and full of variety: embrac-
ing many of the different facets of Hawaiian music: something for everyone I trust.

Non-coconuts often think Hawaiian music is "all the same" (and played on musical saws at that!)
without having the faintest idea of the immense outside a handful of specialist publications..............
a copy of "Aloha Dream" is a good way to dispel that "all the same" notion...

Keith Grant's series on Japanese recordings has been invaluable and the piece by Doreena and
John about our "Royal Higness" was extremely interesting.. .the whole issue is a tribute to your
interest and dedication... .thanks; indeed.

Thanks too for giving space to my rather random recollections of Ernest Penfold and the South
Seas Serenaders. ..I hope they proved a reminder to those who enjoyed their many hundreds of
broadcasts at a time when Hawaiian music was hard to find anywhere in the UK.

All best wishes Dave Rowlands

Posted 13 December 2002 01:10 PM  on the Steel Guitar Forum by Jeff Au Hoy

Having scrounged up every morsel of Billy Hew Len, David Keli'i, Barney Isaacs, and Jules Ah See I have been
lucky to come across, I was experiencing a "dry spell" of fresh listening material (albeit that every time one lis-
tens to those recordings, there is always something new to pick out). Then I received some albums of Basil
Henriques... 
When we speak of the great Hawaiian players, BH must surely be included in that circle. 

I am currently listening to "South Sea Island Magic" on the Volume II - Live at the Castaways CD. It is difficult
to type...music of this sort cannot be listened to passively. 

In a way, it is a travesty to describe artists in terms of other artists... so I will apologize for doing so here... but
I am having difficulty describing just how great this stuff is without establishing a frame of reference. Basil is
...the throbbing chords of Billy Hew Len...
...the crying melodies of David Keli'i (listen to the single-note solo on South Sea Island Magic! WOW!!!)...
...the gorgeous tone and harmonic complexity of Jules Ah See...
And I'm serious about that South Sea Island Magic number...they talk about the stuff that makes old Hawaiians
cry...

I should also add that Basil Henriques is a notch above with respect to the fact that he has the awesome ver-
satility that many Hawaiian players never had. When he plays country-western, he plays country-western...he
doesn't sound like a Hawaiian player trying to play country-western. Likewise, when he plays Hawaiian, he
plays Hawaiian...he doesn't sound like a country western player trying to play Hawaiian. And his jazzy rendi-
tions of songs from the "Great American Songbook" are simply wonderful. Some guys can get great tone out
of their steel, but tasteful notes and phrasing are hard to come by. A lot of Hawaiian players let the structure of
the tuning dictate what they played...Basil easily breaks away from this. These Castaways albums hit the spot.

This is just plain GREAT MUSIC.

Well, I suppose a kid should not be engaging in so much critique of a veteran steeler...so I'll end it here and
just say that these albums of the Waikiki Islanders have gotten me considerably excited.

Please don't dismiss this music because it involves some pedals and hip rhythms. The one thing I am left wish-
ing for is that Basil had come to Hawai'i years ago... steel guitar in the islands would be so much better off!

Jeff Au Hoy
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Death of a friend and musician
forward by Pete Lake

Frank Bock was probably little known by tape club
and magazine members, as he was not inclined to

mix in these circles but he was an excellent
Hawaiian and plectrum guitarist and a former

member of our band ‘ISLAND RHYTHM here are
some details about him told by his lifetime friend Dave Dyer.

About Frank Bock
Hawaiian Guitarist/Plectrum Guitarist

By Dave Dyer

Frank was born in May, 1940 in England and died in September,
2004 in Holland. As a child, Frank lost his mother at an early age
and had an unhappy home life. He ran away from home at 14 and
lived on a boat until he was 16, when he joined the Army and was
posted to Dortmund in Germany.

It was here that we met, when I was also posted to Dortmund. I
handed in my kit bag and guitar through a barrack room window,
and someone called out ‘Hey Frank, here’s another guitarist!’ and
then there was ‘Frank Bock’. Frank and I sat down straight away
with our guitars and started a lifelong friendship which lasted 45
years. Three days after I met Frank we played together in the
Sergeants’ Mess and continued to play every Saturday night until
I left the Army in 1960. In 1959 Frank went home on leave and saw
his dad, who gave him one of his Hawaiian guitars,and he started
to learn to play it. This guitar had an interesting history as it was
made by Frank Bock senior, carved from an oak beam rescued
from the blitzed Shoreditch church. (Frank still had, and used this
guitar amongst others till his death).

Frank came home on leave in both 1961 and 1962 and stayed with
me. He came to regard my mother as his. When Frank returned to
England we went on holiday together to Cornwall where we got
into serious difficulties climbing some dangerous cliffs, Frank
saved me from a serious and possibly fatal fall at considerable risk
to himself. It was also on this holiday, when upon visiting a pub in
Peranporth where the band had not turned up, we got our guitars
and did an impromptu gig.

We formed a band, “The Frank Chaser Combo” later to become
“Touchwood” and got jobs in pubs, clubs and weddings and played
together for the next 40 years.

In 1972 we were joined by Phil Coulson on drums, he played with
us for 18 years until his daytime job took him away to America.
Frank was a great friend to both me and Phil Coulson and nothing
was too much trouble for Frank to do for a friend.
For example, when Phil's car was stolen from outside a gig, Frank
immediately volunteered to drive Phil home, a round trip of about
70 miles.
In 1990 our keyboard player 'Tony Wilson' decided to retire, so
Frank and I were back to a duo. Shortly after this were contacted
by Pete Lake whose band 'Hawaiian Country Sound' had just fold-
ed up due to the retirement of its leader 'Pete Reavey' so we
decided to amalgamate the bands. Since we played general music
as well as Hawaiian we used two names 'Joint Venture' and 'Island
Rhythm' which continued through to 1997. During his career we
played everywhere in pubs, clubs, bandstands in the park, shop-
ping malls and also at hotels and restaurants including the London
Hilton and the Cafe Royal.

During his life, Frank had a marriage and two sons. This ended in
divorce and he had another relationship which also failed. it was a
good day therefore when he went to Holland and met his Hilly.
(Hilly van den Brink) This was from an invitation to play at a Lu'au
organised by Gerritt Venema in Holland. This was the start of
many visits and he played with and/or got to know many or most
of the Dutch players and people - associated with Hawaiian music.
He also learned to speak Dutch.Hilly and Frank fell in love and
formed a relationship that lasted until his death. Hilly's devotion in
loving, supporting and nursing Frank during the eight months of
his illness, which has taken a toll on her health, testifies to her love
for him.

I last played with Frank in October 2003 (See Photo) at of all things
'a car boot sale!' in February 2004 he was diagnosed with lung and
bone cancer and we visited him many times in St Bartholomew
hospital. When he was released, my wife Sheila and myself
helped Hilly get him to Holland in a private plane supplied by
another friend of his, and later. together with Phil Coulson
(Drummer in our early band). We visited him in Soest staying with
him and Hilly, we communicated regularly by phone and email
after that until his death on 29th September and then attended his
funeral on 6th October 2004.

Frank was a straightforward guy, a good musician and a very
brave man...he was the best friend I ever had.

Go in peace, Frank.

Footnote
Franks father (Frank Bock Sr.) was also a Hawaiian guitarist born
in 1916 , who lived in Walthamstow and Leyton and did most of his
playing in pubs such as 'The prospect of Whitby' and 'The Lord
Rook wood' during the 40's, 50's and 60's. During the early 70's he
moved to the Isle of Wight, and later still to Yorkshire changed his
name to Frank Ellett and continued playing until his death in the
late 80's early 90's.
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PO MAHINA UKULELES AND GUITARS
~Crafted in Hawaii by Dennis Lake~

Located on the southwest slope of Mauna Loa, in the
beautiful rural Ka'u District of the Big Island of Hawaii.
My shop is between Na'alehu Town and Ka Lae
(South Point). All instruments are made here by me,
with tools that would have been available to makers
75 years ago. Not a computer generated machine or
laser cutter in sight. Because each body is individual-
ly made and each neck is hand sawn and carved,
player's individual preferences can easily be accom-
modated on custom built instruments. On the other
hand, because work is done the old way, production
is limited to about 40 ukuleles and a handful of guitars
a year. 

All of my instruments are built for fine sound and
excellent playability, as well as beautiful appear-
ance. Each is built from solid Big Island koa or
other select woods; no laminates or veneers are
used. The abalone and pearl inlay is genuine
shell. All nuts and saddles are bone; bridge pins
are ebony. 

A note on koa - There is currently a problem in
the Islands with illegal or poached koa. This
wood is protected now and all of my wood is from
licensed salvage logging. 

3 neck 24 string
Framus. 1962-64

Auto tuning change
bridge.. like hipshot
trilogy..three differ-
ent notes for each
string. Can be set
up to cover ALL
tunings. 

Guitar in ‘As New’
condition including
4 legs..
£550.00

Interested ? con-
tact
Malcolm McMaster
0771-588-2029
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PRICES:
Standard: $700
Concert: $800
Tenor: $950
Island Jazz Tenor:
$1100
Island Jazz Tenor
Cutaway: $1200
Baritone: $1100

Dennis Lake
P.O Box 845
Na'alehu, HI. 96772
Phone: 808/929-9591
Email:
dplake@yahoo.com
www.pomahina.com

OPTIONS 
Master grade koa upgrade, the most beautiful available, stunning, add $150.00 
Brazilian rosewood back and sides, legal Brazilian from pre-CITES cutting. Standard grade, add $100.00; 
Premium grade, add $200.00 
Gloss Finish, add $100 
Spruce or Cedar top: no charge. 
Electric pickup, McIntyre Passive (no battery) $100 
Fishman Custom Active (9 volt Battery) $200 
Non-standard fret sizes, no additional charge 
Radiused finger board, add $75.00 
Other custom features may be discussed. 

Pat with Dennis Lake after buying her Uke



NEW ..
The Ultimate Steel Guitar Practice Kit

Traditionally, Play-along study packages have been mixed
with the Solo Performance on one channel and the rhythm
accompaniment on the other. This works fine if every stereo
has a balance control... but nowadays, most of them don’t!
This superbly produced 2CD set keeps the performance
(even) and practice tracks (odd) separate to enable the
student to work within the full stereo soundscape — using
any modern mini-system. Complete scores and tabs are
provided for both steel and rhythm guitarists in a variety

of standard Hawaiian
tunings in these steel
guitar classics from our
incredibly popular “” CD.
Scores and tabs* are on
Disc 2, ready to print or
view from any PC.
*Note: Supplied in CD
form only

Aus $71 incl. P&P

Cumquat
Records,
Box 963, Central Park Post Office, Burke Rd.
Malvern East,
Victoria 3145
Australia
For all pricing and ordering information, write to us
at the address above or check our website for the
latest information at:
http://www.cumquatrecords.com.au

Desert Island Disc’ s 2Desert Island Disc’ s 2
Steel Guitar Favourites

by Pete Lake
A well produced, well balanced and well played
album...Pete’s latest offering is he best yet..
Great value at just £8.00 including P&P..
The Titles are :-

1. Island Rythm
2. Sleepwalk
3. Blue Hawaiian Moonlight
4. Misty
5. Georgia on my Mind
6. There’s no place like Hawaii
7. Waltz Medley 
8.The House of the Rising Sun
9. Lonesome Me

10. Drowsy Waters
11. All of Me
12. Blue Bayou
13. Vini Vini
14. Dream , Dream , Dream
15. Cha Cha Cha D’Amour
16. Fly me to the moon
17. Jim Reeves Medley
18. Blue Hawaii
19. In and English Country Garden
20.The White Blossoms of Tah-ni
21. Deep Water

Available from :-

Pete Lake
72 Kenilworth Ave.
Walthamstow 
London E17 4PE

Tel 0208-531-3160
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1
st

Annual aloha dream
convention

2005

VENUE
the Hill Social Club,

Dugdale Crescent, 
Mere Green B75 5EY

on

Wednesday 23rd March 2005

Doors open at 10am playing from 12am till
l0:30pm.

Admission £3.00 to include tea coffee & biscuits.
Amplification will be supplied 

Map and further information in next issue


